Amazing Magicians by Hobby Quest  
**Monday | Grades K – 5 | $100**
Do you love Magic? Have you ever wanted to learn how it’s done? Learn how magicians perform jaw-dropping tricks and keep their audiences guessing! Thrill them even more, when you learn street magic tricks that will baffle everyone. Learn important performance and story-telling skills, and then, share your new skills with friends and family, in a real magic show at your school! It’s Magical! Learn it! Perform it! Keep it! (6 sessions only)

Llama Drama  
by Sew Happy Sewing  
**Monday | Grades 1 – 5 | $145**
We are proud to introduce Sew Happy’s newest project, “Llama Drama” inspired by the art and culture of South America and hand painted in watercolors. Students will begin by practicing stitches on a round mug rug, then they will have fun sewing, stuffing and decorating a llama stuffie and blanket. The final part of this project is a llama/cactus keychain with interchangeable accessories where the students will enjoy dressing their felt friends with sunglasses, bows, hats and scarves. (6 sessions only)

Jr. Mechanical Engineering  
by Engineering for Kids  
**Monday | Grades K-2 | $125**
The Junior Mechanical Engineering classes introduce our youngest engineers to fundamental concepts of energy, materials, and movement. Through open and focused exploration, students explore and construct their own roller coasters, catapults, cars, and more. (6 sessions only)

Lego by Bricks for Kids Super Hero Academy  
**Monday | Grades K-2 | $100**
Join us as we build battery powered, motorized models of your favorite classic heroes. Explore all the caped crusaders and discover their super powers. (6 sessions only)

Crayola “World of Design” by Mad Science  
**Monday | Grades 3-5 | $145**
*The Crayola Imagine Arts Academy (World of Design)*
Children take a journey to the farthest reaches of the imagination while learning about the ocean, the rain forest, Mars, a futuristic city, and more! They experiment with Crayola® products and many art techniques like sculpting, story boarding, collage, and mixed media. They discover design careers like graphic design, universal design, urban design, and product design. Some of the weekly topics in this session include: *Comic Book Heroes, Pitch Your Product, Game On, Futureville, Picture Perfect, Universal Tree House, Mars Habitat, Wild Animation.* (6 sessions only)

WeDo Robotics by Bricks and Motors  
**Tuesday | Grades K-2 | $150**  
**Friday | Grades 3 – 5 | $150**
Does your child love to build and create? Is your child interested in learning about how things work? If so, then WeDo Robotics is the perfect class. This class serves as an introduction to robotics and programming. Students will learn how to build robots using specialized LEGO® bricks, motors, gears and other amazing simple machines. With the help of computers, students will use simple drag-and-drop software to bring their robots to life with movement and sound.

Fashion Forward by Hobby Quest  
**Tuesday | Grades 3 – 5 | $165**
This fall you can create one-of-a-kind wearable garments of your very own and make your design dreams a reality. We’ll teach you all you need to know about garment design and creation, from choosing a design and sketching, to final fitting! This class is suitable for beginner to advanced-level designers, as we will be sewing by hand! All designs are yours to keep at the end of class!

Crayola “World of Design” by Mad Science  
**Monday | Grades K-2 | $215**
*The Crayola Imagine Arts Academy (World of Design)*
Children take a journey to the farthest reaches of the imagination while learning about the ocean, the rain forest, Mars, a futuristic city, and more! They experiment with Crayola® products and many art techniques like sculpting, story boarding, collage, and mixed media. They discover design careers like graphic design, universal design, urban design, and product design. Some of the weekly topics in this session include: *Comic Book Heroes, Pitch Your Product, Game On, Futureville, Picture Perfect, Universal Tree House, Mars Habitat, Wild Animation.*

Tennis  
by Joel Ross  
**Tuesday | Grades 2 – 5 | $170**
Students work on individual hand eye/tennis skills the first half of each class followed by fun & fast paced group tennis games during the second half.

Making Waves by Engineering for Kids  
**Tuesday | Grades 3-5 | $170**
The curriculum for the Marine Engineering program is designed to introduce students to the concepts of boat design and building, through various hands-on lessons incorporating the Engineering Design Process. Examples of activities include a Battery Powered Boat, Hydro Turbine, Paddle Boats and more! .

Spanish for niños y niñas by ABC Languages  
**Tuesday | Grades 2 – 5 | $210**
This interactive and engaging course is designed for kids with some knowledge of Spanish. Games, songs, and movement will create a fun and lively atmosphere where students can build their speaking skills on a range of everyday topics. As a bonus, students will be introduced to the rich culture and traditions of the Spanish speaking world through an introduction to the works of famous Spanish artists - visual, musical, and dance. Questions? email nicolette@abclang.com

TGA Golf by TGA of Southern Westchester  
**Wednesday | Grades 1-4 | $235**
TGA makes it convenient and fun for your child to learn and play golf right on their school campus or recreation department. Students will experience a mix of golf instruction, rules and etiquette lessons, educational components, character development lessons and physical activity as they advance through the five-level program. Our screened and certified instructors have a passion for working with children and are trained to help your student athlete develop a strong foundation of skills and knowledge as well as a passion for the sport. TGA provides all equipment.
MusicStart® Keyboarding: Learn to Read Music and Play Tunes! By Music Path Co.
Wednesday | Grades 2 – 5 $155
MusicStart® is a patented progressive music learning system that balances fun and development of skills. Using familiar songs, it teaches all the necessary basics to get started playing music. The MusicStart® Keyboard is especially designed for motion. It uses 4 instructive Attachments that vary the challenge from color matching to letter matching to note matching and reading standard musical notation. MusicStart® is preparation for (or a supplement to) playing any instrument and teaches step-by-step problem solving. All materials are provided.

French by ABC Languages
Wednesday | Grades 1-4 $210
This interactive and engaging course is designed for students with no or little knowledge of French. Games, songs, and movement will create a fun and lively atmosphere where students can build their speaking skills on a range of everyday topics. Questions? email nicolette@abclang.com

Lego Stop Motion by Digital Arts Experience
Wednesday | Grades 1-3 $265
Learn how movies like The Nightmare Before Christmas, Wallace and Gromit, and more were made. Stop motion animations are created by taking lots of individual pictures and playing them back at a certain speed to create movement. Students will explore stop motion animation by creating stories with Legos. Students can expect to finish this class with several completed animations.

Jazz/Hip-Hop Dance
by Lara Cappiello
Wednesday | Grades 2 – 5 $190
Students will learn body isolations, syncopated rhythms and classic hip hop/jazz moves. I will be choreographing a dance that will be performed for the parents during the last class of the season. Please have the children wear loose clothing that is easy to move in. They should also wear sneakers or jazz sneakers if they have them.

Intro to 3D Printing and Design by Digital Arts Experience
Wednesday | Grades 3-5 $265
Design and 3D print original objects! Students will discover the history of this incredible technology and learn how to safely and properly operate a 3D printer. Using TinkerCAD, a free web based modeling program, students will learn how to design and 3D print original objects from scratch! Students can expect to take home several 3D printing projects.

Chess by National Scholastic Chess Foundation
Wednesday | Beginners $210
Thursday | Advanced $210
The students will learn how to play the fun and exciting game of chess. Through chess, students learn thinking skills which are applicable to other disciplines. Each week students will be divided into small groups based on age and ability for structured lessons on chess strategy and supervised play. This course is designed as a continuing class, building upon each child’s individual knowledge and experience.

Cheerleading
by Chrissy Stanionis
Thursday | Grades K – 5 $180
This class is a basic program in cheerleading fundamentals. Students will learn stretching, basic fundamentals of motions, jumps, gymnastics, and cheers. We will also play group games and some cheer related arts and crafts projects. (this class is 8 week)

Airplane Specialist by Hobby Quest
Thursday | Grades K – 5 $165
Would you love to build your very own model airplane, and then actually fly it? The science of flying is made simple and enjoyable when you take this new class and become a Hobby Quest Airplane – Specialist. In this STEM program, you will build and actually fly our all-new, high-soaring models. How far will yours go? How high will it climb? Why does it fly? Spring is the perfect time for even more flying fun—and you’ll learn a great deal too! Attention: Airplane – Specialists- your new flight plan is confirmed! It’s STEM! Build it! Fly it! Keep it!

Arts and Crafts Galore
by Lydia Hassan
Thursday | Grades K – 2 $190
Paint, draw, as well as build sculptures out of wood, make collages, weave paper, work with wire and use recycled materials with arts specialist Lydia Hassan.

Guitar for Beginners by Music Path Co.
Thursday | Grades 1 – 5 $155
Learn the basics and foundations of playing the guitar. Technique, scales, chords, melodies, and songs will all be covered. This class is a great introduction for students who might then proceed to a private teacher. We will get your hands picking, strumming, and fretting. Electric or acoustic guitar is ok (no amplifier required). Materials: Bring in a guitar you already own or we recommend (wood not plastic) First Act guitars online are an inexpensive solution ($30).

Italian by ABC Languages
Thursday | Grades 1-4 $210
This interactive and engaging course is designed for students with no or little knowledge of Italian. Games, songs, and movement will create a fun and lively atmosphere where students can build their speaking skills on a range of everyday topics. Questions? email nicolette@abclang.com
Boys and Girls Basketball
by Coach Gary Lynn
**Friday | Grades 2 – 5 $130**
Learn from one of the legendary coaches for youth in the city of New Rochelle. Teaching basketball skills and having fun at the same time.

Jewelry, Accessory & Beading Workshop by Beadz with Melanie Rose
**Friday | Grades K – 5 $215**
In this hands-on, engaging and artistic class, students tap into their creative, visual and math skills to construct beautiful and wearable beaded jewelry & accessories. Everyone will work on a design board and choose from a beautiful and wearable selection of beads and components including crystals, sea glass ceramics plus lead free charms artistic wire and much more. Finished projects are high in quality. Each week will feature a new technique including: necklaces, bracelets, rings, hair accessories, bookmarks and much more. New projects will be featured this fall and all levels are accommodated. Melanie Rose, instructor, is the owner of BEADZ the Westchester Jewelry & beading party service ([www.gobeadz.com](http://www.gobeadz.com))

Zumba Kids by Gigi Longo
**Friday | Grade K- 5 $175**
Zumba kids – perfect for our younger Zumba fans!! Kids get the chance to be active and jam out to their favorite music. Classes feature kid-friendly routines based on original Zumba Choreography. We break down the steps, add games and activities into the class structure. We help develop a healthy lifestyle and incorporate fitness as a natural part of children’s lives by making fitness fun. Classes incorporate key childhood development elements like leadership, respect, teamwork, confidence, self-esteem, memory, creativity, coordination and cultural awareness.

Martial Arts Basics by Premier Martial Arts
**Friday | Grades K – 5 $190**
The Premier Martial Arts program will teach children character development through the study of martial arts. This class will provide the tools to build confidence, respect and self-discipline while developing a passion of the fundamentals of martial arts. Premier Martial Arts is a family owned and operated we’ve been serving New Rochelle and the Sound Shore Communities for 30 years.

Secret Agent Lab by Mad Science
**Friday | Grades 3 – 5 $215**
Step into the shoes of a detective and uncover the science involved in evidence gathering and analysis. You will probe the science of tracking as you stamp out scenarios and uncover codes in this session. Some of the weekly topics in this session include: Crime Lab, Cracking the Case, The Science of Security, Agent Undercover, Sleuths on the Scene, Funky Forensics, Spy Academy, Junior Detectives, Discover Detection and Whodunit?